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THECONSERVATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC materials is an extremely new 
field; its current primitive state is not at all surprising. Like all other 
conservation specializations, i t  has not sprung forth fully formed; but 
unlike the well-developed conservation specialties, photographs have 
not been in existence long enough for a craftsmanly restoration tradi- 
tion based on trial and error over time to have developed. Further, over 
the approximately 140 years of photography’s existence, very few indi- 
vidual prints have been perceived to hold enough intrinsic value as 
objects for the application of conservation techniques to be seriously 
considered or attempted; even 20 years ago photographs were “con- 
served” primarily by copying-and frequently the original photo- 
graphs were altered, damaged or endangered by the process of making 
the copies. Since the early 1960s, with increased awareness of conserva-
tion generally and with greatly increased market values of some photo- 
graphs, that situation has changed; curators and archivists are now 
committed to preserving collections of original photographs, and copy- 
ing is thought of as an adjunct technique to document and publish 
collections and to reduce the handling of original material. 
This rapid change in approach has created a sudden demand for 
conservation and restoration techniques applicable to all kinds of pho-
tographs, and for people capable of applying them. Clearly, this is a 
large demand-perhaps unreasonably large, given its suddenness and 
the enormous complexity and diversity of the materials involved. 
Alice Swan is a private conservator of photographs in Davis, California. 
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